Questions for Peter Gorniak, on Contextual Area: Contemporary Philosophy of Meaning and Mental Representation.
Examiner: Daniel C. Dennett
April 11, 2003

Please submit to me, by email attachment, by 9am, Saturday April 12, four short essays, drawn from the three sections below as indicated. You should attempt to have your essays demonstrate your grasp of as much of the reading list as possible, instead of concentrating on just a few texts. 


Section I: Answer 2 of the 5.

A. Gareth Evans offers the example of  a person who is “watching a group of sheep on the side of a mountain and sees one of them cough.” (p279) and notes that the relative indistinguishability of sheep (under most conditions) raises a problem about reference. If a “look-alike sheep does come into the relevant area,” this may lead to the demise of the person’s “recognitional capacity” but still: “He continues to be able to believe, concerning some particular sheep, that it coughed.” (p283).  Discuss Evans’ views on reference to particular things. Are the problems Evans is investigating here restricted to language-users?  Can a sheep, for instance, believe, concerning some particular sheep, that it coughed?  If so, under what conditions?  

B. Jesse Prinz notes that “Definitions and prototypes cannot go all the way down.” (p82) and offers his “proxytype theory” as an improved empiricist theory of concepts to solve the problems left unsolved by all the others. Sketch proxytype theory and assess his evaluations of it and its rivals. 

C.  Ruth Millikan: “Rather than substance concepts being implicit judgments or theories, it is better to say that, as distinguished from an identity sentence or assertion, there is no such thing as an identity judgment. It is not the job of an identity sentence to induce a belief. Its job is to induce an act of coidentifying.” (p172)  Millikan claims that philosophers and psychologists have been hugely misled by a few unexamined and erroneous ideas about what she calls substance concepts and the functional roles they play in cognition and control. Sketch her case, and assess it. 

D. Does Millikan’s criticism of what she calls “the passive picture theory” of inner representation (pp112ff) apply to Prinz’s proxytype theory?  Which questions are these philosophers addressing and which are they finessing?  (And when, if ever, is it OK to finesse them?)

E. In his Preface (pxiii) Drew McDermott says that his chapter 5 is an attempt to quell the concern about the “observer-relativity of symbols and semantics, the question of whether symbols can mean anything, or can even be symbols in the first place, unless human beings impute meanings to them.”  Assess his discussion in chapter 5, in relation to the philosophers’ claims it is meant to address. 


Section II. Answer 1 of the 2.

A. Brian Smith maintains that no acceptable theory of representation (for robots or for us) can be built on the assumption of everyday realism ( with a ‘small “r”’, see, e.g., p97).  In other words, a good theory or model of (robot or human) thought and how it manages to be about things couldn’t be constructed starting from everyday ingredients–things and their properties, agents and their equipment (detectors, effectors, etc,) events, media (light, sound, . .. ) and the like. So he embarks on a radical and speculative metaphysical inquiry, in order to find the novel foundations he says are needed for an account of representation. Sketch (some of) the reasons he offers, and assess them. Are you persuaded that by thus digging deeply Smith has found anything either required or valuable and not otherwise obtainable?  If so, what? If not, how would you answer his questions about reference to objects from within the everyday perspective?
 
B.  Every discipline has its risky idealizations and oversimplifications, and these tend to create blindspots. From your reading of the philosophical literature on the list, can you identify  important blindspots (1) in other areas of cognitive science that these philosophers help illuminate and (2) in philosophy that are illuminated by the work in robotics, linguistics, neuroscience, etc?  In other words, why should cognitive scientists read [some] philosophy, and why should philosophers read [some] cognitive science?  Be as specific as you can, citing particular errors or shortcomings that you have encountered.  

Section III.  Answer any one other of the questions in Sections I or II, or write a short essay on whatever topic you believe should have been covered above and wasn’t. 




